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ABSTRACT

The digital signal processing system design

consists in four synthesis phases which concern

the processing� the control� the memory and the

communication units� Today� many tools enables

us to produce the processing unit� However� in

many applications� the hardware solution may

be challenged by the number and complexity of

memories� This paper proposes a design metho�

dology of the memory units for algorithms res�

tricted by a real time constraint� The original

nature of our approach� is due to the fact that it

proposes a global memory solution for a transfer

sequence computed by the synthesis tools� like

GAUT�
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� Introduction

Until now� the architecture synthesis has been concen�
trated on the conception of the processing unit �PU� of
the application ��� ��� �	� �
�� Consequently� with regards
to a behavioural description� the tools for architecture
synthesis provide a structural description of the algo�
rithm �RTL level�� This description is optimised under
some criteria �area� time of calculation� consumption�
etc�� A control unit �CU� is then described in the form
of a �nite state machine �FSM�� in order to drive the
PU control signals together� Finally� information rela�
tive to the data movements will be created and will be
used to generate the memory �MU� and communication
�UCom� units �see �gure ���

This paper presents a methodology and a tool which
produce the PU� CU� MU for DSP applications  the
memory aspect will be pointed out�
The automatic synthesis of the storage units have been
hardly touched upon in literature� Nevertheless� it is
possible to distinguish several signi�cant research to�
pics which are the following � The distribution and the
placement of data ��� ��� ���� the generation of addresses
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���� the selection of memory ���� the high level transfor�
mations ���� ����� This last point aims to estimate and
minimise the storage as early as possible in the design
by completing the area estimation� the power estimation
etc� before the architectural synthesis�
In our approach� GAUT� the real time aspect implies
that the processing unit must be synthesised �rst ����
�see �gure ��� This is done in respect with two memory
parameters selected by the designer � the memory access
time and the memory threshold� This last parameter is
used during the PU synthesis in order to decide if a
data has to be recorded in memory between two suc�
cessive uses� or may stay in register located inside the
PU� After the PU synthesis� the requirements of the me�
mory transfer sequence are generated� From this graph
and from designer constraints� such as memory access
time� the memory synthesis will take place�
The paper will be focused around two main points� In
the second section we will brie�y describe the MU design
�ow� In the third section we will present some results in
ASIC design by using high level synthesis CAD tools�
for acoustic echo cancellation� Finally we will conclude
by presenting the works currently in progress�

� Design methodology

The PU synthesis produce a transfer sequence between
the processing and the memory units� This sequence is�
in the �rst step� describe in VHDL format� Note that
the transfer sequence is transformed in view to adapt
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the rate between the PU requirement and the memory
capabilities� It is done by smoothing the sequence � some
transfers are bring forward and some others are delayed�
It makes easier the memory unit synthesis by producing
a less constraining memory transfer graph� This unit is
organised around register �le�
The methodology that we have developed is based on
MU model represented in �gure 	� This model is com�
posed of NB memory banks associated with NG address
generators� The memories can be made up of varying
access time memory components�
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Our methodology consists in three phases� which are the
following �
�Memory module selection � For the memory unit
implementation� our tool examines a library to select all
the components� This selection is based on an estimation
of the ASIC cost� The library contains internal �dedi�
cated� and external �commercial� memories� The selec�
tion problem is expressed by an ILP formulation� and
classical techniques are used �simplex� branch�bound
or linear�� The cost function is valued by the number
of components to produce� i�e� the selection takes into
account the number of Integrated Circuits per year�

� Formulation of the data distribution problem �

This �rstly� concerns computing the number of memory
banks to be placed in order to solve the data coherence�

problems� and the simultaneity of transfers� Then se�
condly� it concerns the distribution of each data into a
particular memory bank� We have used a graph GfN�Ag
to represent the con�icts between data� The research of
the number of memory banks consist in �nding the mi�
nimum number of colours to colour the vertices of the
graph G� under the restriction that two vertices connec�
ted by an edge cannot carry the same colour� After this
coloration� all data which have the same colour are as�
signed in the same memory bank� A speci�c method is
used for the distribution of the shifting signal vectors
which are often used in DSP application� An ILP for�
mulation has been realized� and some techniques have
been developed � simplex� exhaustive and linear�

� Formulation of the problem of the data placing

in memory banks � After the distribution phase� each
data from the sequence is assigned in a memory bank�
The organization in the bank is not however de�ned� In
fact� the placement of each data in a precise address is
yet to be decided� The placing of data involves attribu�
ting an exact physical address to each of the data� What
is important during the placement is the control of the
cost of the address generators involved� Three address
generators can be used� by our tool � up�down coun�
ter� states machine or ALU with index registers� The
resolution of this phase is based on a distance evalua�
tion between all the data to be placed in each memory
bank� First� an up�down counter is targeted� if the ad�
dressing is not possible� a states machine is selected� For
the placement of all elements of each shifting vector� an
up�down counter is targeted and the placement consists
to assign the vector elements consecutively in the me�
mory�

The methodology which is implemented in our tool ��	�
enables us to obtain results in few seconds� For example�
a LMS �lter with ��� taps is computed in about � se�
conds on Sparc � workstation�

� Results

We have validated our �rst results on an acoustic echo
cancellation application for hands�free telephony and te�
leconference calls� A collaboration with the France Te�
lecom �CNET� center of Lannion have been done and
consists in prototyping some adaptive �ltering algo�
rithms� Echo appears by the fact that a speaker hears

�The data coherence is de�ned using three points �

� temporal coherence � two data simultaneously transferred

must not be found in the same memory bank �

� Spatial coherence � the reading and writing of the same data

must be carried out in the same memory bank �

� Functional coherence � in the case of a pipeline structure� the

writings of a pipeline stage must not erase data which are still of

use for other pipeline stages�
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what he transmits with a certain delay due to propaga�
tion time� This could lead to a perceptible decrease in
the quality of communication� The cancellation is achie�
ved by estimating the echo and subtracting it from the
return signal �see �gure 
�� This estimation is carried
out by an adaptive �ltering�

We consider here several adaptive �lter algorithms �FIR�
LMS� BLMS� GMDF� FTF� etc�� that are used in acous�
tic echo cancellation�

FIR LMS BLMS GAL y FTF

Nb of � operations N �N �N �N��C �N���
Nb of � operations N �N �N �N��C �N��

Nb of � operators � � � � �
Nb of � operators � � � � �
Nb of registers � � � � �

Nb of data � ��� � ��� � 	
� � ��� �� 	��
Nb of buses � � � � �
Nb of banks � � � � �

SMU

Total Area
� ��� �	 �� 	� 
	 ��

y � C if the number of cell which is comprised between � and N

Table �� Complexity of some adaptive �lters for acous�
tic echo cancellation ����� taps� 	 Khz� �
 bit data�� with
SMU � MU silicon area

The table � shows the complexity results of these algo�
rithms� During a prototyping phase� the mathematical
complexity analysis consists in enumerating the opera�
tions �see the two �rst lines of table ��� The high le�
vel synthesis tool GAUT ��
� completes this complexity
analysis with an accurate processing unit cost �see lines
	� 
 and � of table �� �

The complexity analysis� at an mathematical level� as
well as at architectural level� allows us to compare these
�lters� In this way� the �rst two lines of table three shows
that the FIR �lter is the least complex� �but it is also the
least interesting due to its non adaptive characteristics��
Let us note in addition that the �rst �ve lines give rise
to an equivalence between LMS and BLMS �lters�

Our memory synthesis tool enables us to complete these
results by providing � the number of memory banks� the
number of points per bank and the address generator
cost� All these informations make a cost evaluation� in
terms of memory area� The last three lines of the table ��
and �gure � show the importance that the memory has
on the total cost of the ASIC� For each of the �lters� the
memory represents over half the ASIC area� Let us note
that the LMS and the BLMS �lters are not equivalent
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when the memory is synthesized �the LMS �lter area is
equal to �� � of the BLMS �lter area��

The curves of �gure � show that the more the �lter size
increases� the more dominating the memory becomes in
relation to the processing unit� The processing frequency
constrains the processing part very little� which explains
why its cost remains constant� �except for the ���� taps
�lter size��

The �gures � and � show the �oorplans for the LMS �lter
with two di�erent sizes and implemented with the ES�
�� CMOS technology� These �oorplans have been syn�
thesized by the Compass tool from the VHDL descrip�
tions produced by the PU synthesis tool� GAUT� and
the MU design tool� The selected memories are internal
to the ASIC� In the �rst case ��g ��� we can see that the
MU represents �� � of the ASIC core �MU silicon area
� ��	
mm�� while the PU represents 
� � of the ASIC
core� In the second case ��g ��� the MU represents �� �
of the ASIC core �MU silicon area � �����mm�� while
the PU represents �� �� We can note also that the gene�
rators are� in the two cases� very little �they are the two
little standard cells in the �oorplans near the Ram�s�
which areas are less than ���mm��� Likewise� the UC si�
licon areas are very little in the two cases �less than � �
of the ASIC core�� Note that the multiplication opera�
tors have the same size �����mm�� in the two �oorplans
because the sizes of data to compute are the same�

The high level synthesis produces results which are not
take account of the routing� Nevertheless� we can note
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that the ratios between the processing and the memory
units are similar before and after the logical synthesis�

� Conclusion

The quality criterion linked to DSP applications� is ob�
tained either by suggesting new algorithms� or by ex�
tending the size of known �lter responses� In the �rst
case� it is necessary to evaluate the implementation� in
an ASIC� for these algorithms by a prototyping stage� In
the second case� the processing unit of the application
evolves little� however� the number of data to memorize
rises considerably� So� it becomes of increasing impor�
tance to take into account the memorization of data in
order to supply an accurate evaluation of the cost of
each solution�
For some applications� the memory cost make the ASIC
not feasible or too much expensive� So� it seems attrac�
tive to develop a design �ow in which the MU is syn�
thesized �rst� Consequently� the PU synthesis will be
realized under constraints given by the memory unit�
In addition� the development of system �e�g� codesign�
requires to control all the functional units from the �rst
steps of the design� This requires various estimators
�cost� consumption� performances� ����� that are compu�

ted all along the design steps� in order to guide the fol�
lowing steps or to realize some transformations �such as
reordering loops�� This last point form the subject of the
studies in our laboratory�
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